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MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY DOWSING NEW YEAR!

2010 CALENDAR NOW AVAILABLE!!!

Please contact either Sandy or Linda if you’d like a copy still only
£5!
FIELD TRIP TO THE GOWER
Sunday, August 9th

First stop was the 14th century Weobley Castle
built by the de la Bere family and overlooking
the windswept salt marshes. Rob immediately
picked up an energy line outside which led to
another of those fascinating vortexes.

It was so powerful that some started to feel queasy
whilst standing on it and others fought hard to hold
onto their pendulums! Other members couldn’t
wait to get into the castle, stopping in amazement
and some trepidation, at the sight of a huge swarm
of bees clustered on the brickwork.
Later, with Rob in the lead, members picked up
some negative energy in two of the smaller recesses

but on the whole the castle had a pleasant
atmosphere.
After lunch we moved on to see the menhir known
as Sam(p)son’s Jack. This is situated in a hawthorn
hedge, on the edge of a field in Windmill Farm,
Llanrhidian and can be viewed with permission of
the owner. Almost immediately on entering the
field we could feel the energy emanating from this
beautiful white stone (sometimes known as the ‘rice
pudding’ stone because of its texture.) After
dowsing we concluded that it was around 12 feet tall
but that some 6 feet were buried in hedge and soil.
There was some discussion as to whether the stone
had a male or female energy – the jury is still out!
After viewing this ancient guardian, the group split
up, some to carry on to see other standing stones in
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the area. The rest of the group went on to see the
castle at Loughor or Leucarum in Latin.
The castle, overlooking the River Loughor (Llwchr
in Welsh and Leucara in Latin) was established by
Roman soldiers to protect an important
communications route. Time and weather closing in
meant we didn’t really have time to do much
dowsing. (Due to lack of space further historical
notes can be found at http://www.castlewales.com)

ROB HEMMING
By Linda Griffiths

Rob (76) has been dowsing since he was 2 years
old and began demonstrating his dowsing skills
in hospital. He dowsed where certain toys were,
and the nurses realized he was able to do this
even though he couldn’t actually see the toys.

Once out of hospital he continued dowsing,
beginning with a small springy stick graduating to a
larger one, a pendulum (a conker on a string) and
then a forked stick. An elderly lady gypsy helped
him develop his skills, calling him ‘the gifted fairhaired one’! He learned how to check (amongst other
things) whether an energy line was “a good’un” or “a
bad’un”.
He also discovered that a line of energy could be
created just by looking at something – she’d ask
“What am I looking at?” and Rob was able to find the
line and follow it along to what she had been looking
at.
Apparently anything can be found by dowsing:
energy lines, electricity, water, sound plus anything
that can be dowsed on the ground, can be map
dowsed – it’s all vibration. Everything gives out a
vibration and over the years Rob has dowsed 100s
including that given off by trees. He described how
you could step away from a tree and dowse to see
how far the vibration went out.
Rob described how astronauts have vibrating
platforms to help keep their muscles toned, and that
turkeys put on a vibrating platform grow twice the
size. One of the audience, Jim, told us that there is a
machine available (a Shiva machine) that vibrates the
body and makes you fit and well.
Later Rob answered questions ranging from earth
energies, geopathic stress, crop circles, stone circles to
how to dowse a house to see if there were any
energies present?
We heard how to approach the task and the type of
questions to ask, we may find an energy line – but is
it harmful for the person living there? Which way is
the energy flowing from? Is it manmade or natural?
Rob informed us that electric transformers, telephone
and radio masts (electrical vibrations) have a
detrimental effect on people and electrical vibrations
are one of the worst.
He described ways of ‘curing’ the problem using
crystals or a wire coil. Rob prefers using crystals
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rather than metal spikes or pins, because a crystal
will just neutralize the energy for 40-50 yards beyond
the property, while a metal spike will divert the
energy (which would not be good for neighbours).
Rob told us how to make a coil using copper wire,
preferably single strand covered in blue casing, and
suggested a simple way to twist the wire by putting
one end in a vice and the other in an electric drill then
one quick flick of the trigger would be sufficient.
This twisted strand could then be coiled into the
desired size.
Most modern homes are ‘alive’ today with all the
electronic appliances that are in them and Rob
explained it could take 4-7 years before the effects of
detrimental energy would manifest as illness in the
body. He described how to wrap a spiral of copper
wire around the cables of appliances like freezers,
fridges and TV’s to neutralize the effects of the
electro-magnetic forces that are there when they are
switched on. Rob also explained how ghosts or spirit
energies can also cause problems in houses, and they
can travel down energy lines or water lines and live
on the power of the energy line.
If a line crossed an old battlefield or murder site for
instance, all those energies would be attracted to the
line and could travel along the line and into a house.
Rob went on to describe how, as dowsers, it was up
to us to keep dowsing until we found out which
energies were causing problems, then dowse to find
out what would help neutralize or get rid of the
problem, dowsing to find out what size crystal or coil
to use etc.
Rob demonstrated how a crystal can neutralize the
energy on a line that flows through the hall. Great
talk Rob! Thanks very much.
While we were discussing what could protect us
from detrimental electrical energies, Brian Williams
told us about a ‘Harmonizer’ which can be stuck on
the back of a mobile phone for protection and is
available for about £10 from Kindred Spirit 01752
762970.
Rob described how to neutralize electro magnetic
forces from appliances by wrapping a spiral of
copper wire around the cable of an appliance…..
Here’s an idea (not mine) - Would it be easier to
wrap one spiral around the wire at source, where the
electricity comes into the house, thus protecting
everything in the house, instead of having to protect
every appliance individually?
Question: Would putting one copper spiral at the
point where the electricity comes into the house be as
effective as putting one on each appliance?
If you get a yes to this, go on to ask: 1. Is it best for
the copper spiral to be put before the meter? 2. Is it
best for the copper spiral to be put after the meter?
Send your answers to Linda Griffiths (contact details
at end. Let’s see if we can come up with a consensus!)
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PETER GIBSON – Archaeological Dowsing
By Linda Griffiths
Using visual aids and other equipment Peter
showed that Archaeological Dowsing is a lot
cheaper than using radar or Geophysical
machines. Dowsing can penetrate into deeper
layers than radar machines.

Peter always includes marker flags, tent pegs,
dowsing rods, pendulum, compass, a long tape
measure and clip-board with pencil attached in his
list of essential equipment. Usually he would mapdowse an area first and he described how ‘field
observation’ or ‘field archaeology’ could help find
areas which would be of interest such as differences
in grass growth on fields.
He also showed us how to measure our pace, so
that if we hadn’t got a tape measure with us, we
could still get a rough idea of the dimensions of a
site. Peter has dowsed in various parts of the country
and told us about working for the Aura-soma
company, helping to find the purest water, a place
for a meditation space and making sure that
buildings were not sited on detrimental energy lines,
and using slides described some of his findings– a
Saxon area (with detrimental energies), a Roman
temple, a Roman settlement or army camp and an
Iron Age area.
Peter demonstrated how to search an area by
dowsing our meeting place. He discovered the
remains of a wall under the floor, asked questions to
find out what it had been made of, how tall it was
and if it was an internal or external wall.
The wall was apparently part of a small enclosure,
and through his questions, we discovered there had
been a farmhouse 20 metres away.
Peter then described, with slides, dowsing his own
cottage and surrounding area including finding a
malt house, old cottages and 10 labyrinths – one of
which dated back to 1200bc, and three of the other
labyrinths dating 690ad, 1468 and 1690.
Peter shared some recent dowsing that he and
some friends had been doing to help find the
remains of vessels (now hulks) that had been
beached on the banks of the River Severn, and
explained how, with their dowsing rods, they had
been able to reach parts in the reeds that would have
been inaccessible to electronic equipment.
This enabled them to find the remains of a rowing
boat with six seats, which apparently caused a bit of
excitement among the clients they were working for,
as the clients knew of the existence of 2 such vessels,
and had previously found one, but had unable to
find where the second hulk was. (three cheers for
dowsing!!)
All through his talk, Peter gave us examples of the
questions to ask and the line of thought to adopt –
for instance if you had discovered a farm, what sort

of things would you expect to be going on in the
area? Did it have a piggery?
Was there any accommodation for workers on the
site? Was there a well? Was there sacred area on the
site? and so on, and he stressed the importance of
making notes and keeping a record of your findings
which could include a sketch of the site. He very
kindly gave Jennifer a copy of the ‘question sheet’ he
takes out with him, which she has offered to copy for
those who’d like one. NB Talk by Robin Heath –Megalithic
Sites in Wales will be reported in next newsletter.

(Ed)

FORTHCOMING EVENTS FOR 2010
Sunday, January 24th
Philip Cope - Holy WellsSunday
February 28th
Isabella Copeland – Healing Lotions: how
to make and dowse for right ones
Sunday March 28th AGM
Sunday April 25th
Megan Wingfield – The Welsh Chakra
System
Sunday May 9th
Field Trip - Holy Wells in Carmarthenshire
Sunday May23rd
John Seward – Dowsing for Health
Sunday June 13th
Field Trip - Peter Hill’s Farm in Brecon
Sunday June 27th
Peter Golding – Experiences of a Lifetime
Dowser
Sunday July 11th
Field Trip Monastery at St. Dogmaels
Sunday July 25th
Peter Hill – Different Dowsing Tools
Sunday August 8th
Field Trip- Gower
Sunday September 26th
Karl-James Langford – Prehistoric Facts
from Legends
Sunday October 24th
Dowsing Practice
Sunday November 28th
Ros Briagha – Astronomy and Astrology of
Stone Circles.
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INDOOR MEETINGS
Due to the slight increase in the cost of hiring the
hall, indoor meetings will be slightly shorter than
before. As a rough guide, the structure of the
meetings will be as follows:
1:45pm
Doors open
2pm – 3pm
Talk by speaker
3pm – 3:30pm
Tea break
3:30pm – 4pm
Questions for the speaker
4pm – 4:30pm
Practice dowsing & healing,
as and when required
4:30pm – 4:45pm Put chairs and tables away
4:45pm
Meeting ends
SUBMITTING ARTICLES
Please send all submissions for future Newsletters
to: Sandy Mather, Gwelfryn, Llanpumsaint,
Carmarthen, Carmarthenshire, SA33 6BP, or via email to: sandymather@gmail.com
If e-mailing an article, please use RTF or Microsoft
Word .DOC format, whichever results in the smaller
file-size, and if possible please scan the file for
computer viruses. E-mail submissions are preferable
to typed or hand-written articles. Articles should be
kept fairly short.

E-MAIL ADDRESSES
We are trying to build up a list of members’ e-mail
addresses so that in future, members who wish to
receive newsletters and other communications

electronically will be able to do so. If you wish to opt
in, please send Sandy Mather your e-mail address,
and state whether you would like to receive the full
version (with pictures) or the reduced version
(without pictures) sandymather@gmail.com
CODE OF ETHICS

Members shall be expected to abide by the following
Code of Ethics:
* In relation with clients, patients and others, they shall act
in good faith in accordance with the highest standards of
personal integrity and uphold the good name of the
Society. *Being mindful of their responsibilities to others
they shall avoid and discourage sensationalism,
exaggeration and misleading statements.*They shall not
use their membership of the Society as evidence of their
qualifications or abilities as dowsers.
DISCLAIMER
The views expressed by the Editor and other contributors to this
Newsletter are their own and are not necessarily those of the
West Wales Dowsers Society. The Editor maintains full
discretion and power in respect of material to be published in this
Newsletter. The Editor’s decision will be final unless a dispute
concerning a specific item is referred for arbitration to the
Committee.

OTHER GROUPS
Stone Circle Creation, Rune & Tarot Readings,
Birth Chart Interpretations, Astrology,
(Carmarthen /Ammanford): For enquiries, contact
Ros Briagha on 01269 870175 or e-mail:
rosbriagha@hotmail.com

SOCIETY CONTACTS
Chairman John Seward
01834 814278/07974 105425
Treasurer Jennifer Forrest
01437 890257/07890 586305
Secretary Ros Briagha
01269 870175
Newsletter Co-Editors Sandy Mather 01267
253547/07974 120922
Linda Griffiths
01267 281348/07900 564478
PR & Press Officer Jennifer Forrest
01437 890257
Water Divining & Site Works Group Leader
Rob Hemming
01554 811369
Healing Group Leader John Seward
01834 814278
Website John Seward
01834 814278
General Officer George Cooke
01269 860830
General Officer John Taylor
01267 281706

DOWSING SERv ICES
NAME:

TELEPHONE:

Arthur Bebbington
01646 600394
Site Works (drains, pipes and cables)
Robert Hemming
01554 811369
Dowsing Services: Water, Minerals, All Site
Works, Geopathic Stress etc.
John Seward
01834 814278
Healing
Mark Lange
01239 614442
Feng Shui, Bowen Techniques, Allergy Testing
Ian Pegler
01970 623695
Wood-turned pendulums & L-rod handles
This list of service providers is given without prejudice. In providing
this list, the West Wales Dowsers Society makes no claim as to the
abilities of the dowsers concerned. The Society will not accept liability
of any kind, nor does it act as an Agent for any of the dowsers listed.
It is the Enquirer’s responsibility to enter into any contact direct with
the dowser. The dowser is to be employed on a purely personal basis.
The West Wales Dowsers Society is a Society affiliated to the British
Society of Dowsers. It is not a requirement of either Society that
members of the West Wales Dowsers Society providing these services
become individual members of the British Society of Dowsers.
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